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UK Market Snapshot 
UK markets finished mixed on Friday, with the FTSE 100 index ending higher, supported by 

gains in energy and healthcare sector stocks. Tobacco stocks, British American Tobacco and 

Imperial Brands advanced 2.7% and 2.5%, respectively, after the US Food and Drug 

Administration exempted menthol and tobacco from a list of popular e-cigarettes flavours 

banned under its new guidelines. HomeServe rose 0.2%, after a top broker raised its target 

price on the stock to 1,450.0p from 1,350.0p and upgraded its rating to ‘Buy’ from ‘Add’. On 

the contrary, Finablr dropped 4.1%, after the company revealed that its subsidiary Travelex 

took its systems offline, following a cyberattack on New Year's Eve. Next fell 0.2%. The 

fashion retailer raised its annual profit outlook, after its sales for the Christmas period 

surpassed management estimates. The FTSE 100 advanced 0.2%, to close at 7,622.4, while 

the FTSE 250 fell 0.5%, to end at 21,988.2.  

US Market Snapshot 
US markets closed in negative territory on Friday, as rising tensions in the Middle East and a 

dismal US manufacturing data dented the investor sentiment. Bank of America dropped 

2.1%, following a rating downgrade on the stock to ‘Market Perform’ from ‘Outperform’. 

Illumina fell 1.3%, as it agreed to end the deal to acquire smaller rival, Pacific Biosciences, 

after the Federal Trade Commission blocked the acquisition. On the flipside, L Brands soared 

7.8%, after a leading broker raised its target price on the stock to $25.0 from $21.0 and 

upgraded its rating to ‘Buy’ from ‘Neutral’. Tesla gained 3.0%, after the electric carmaker’s 

fourth quarter vehicle deliveries surpassed market expectations. Bunge rose 0.7%, following 

an agreement to sell its stake in an Iowa ethanol plant for an undisclosed amount. The S&P 

500 slipped 0.7%, to settle at 3,234.9. The DJIA fell 0.8%, to settle at 28,634.9, while the 

NASDAQ shed 0.8%, to close at 9,020.8.  

Europe Market Snapshot 
European markets finished mostly lower on Friday, weighed down by losses in automobile 

and technology sector stocks. Automakers, BMW, Volkswagen and Daimler dropped 1.8%, 

2.3% and 2.6%, respectively. Chipmakers, STMicroelectronics, Dialog Semiconductor and 

Infineon Technologies lost 0.9%, 2.3% and 2.5%, respectively. Commerzbank declined 2.5%, 

following an agreement with activist investor, Petrus Advisers, to raise its stake in online 

lending unit of Comdirect. On the contrary, Cellnex Telecom advanced 2.3%, after the 

company agreed to acquire Portuguese telecommunication tower operator, OMTEL, for 

around €800.0 million. Energy firms, Eni, TOTAL and Equinor gained 0.7%, 1.1% and 2.2%, 

respectively. The FTSEurofirst 300 index slipped 0.2%, to settle at 1,635.3. The German DAX 

Xetra fell 1.2%, to settle at 13,219.1, while the French CAC-40 marginally rose to close at 

6,044.2.  

Asia Market Snapshot 
Markets in Asia are trading lower this morning, mirroring Friday’s losses on Wall Street. In 

Japan, T&D Holdings, Kawasaki Kisen Kaisha and Unitika have declined 4.3%, 4.7% and 

4.8%, respectively. Meanwhile, JXTG Holdings, Inpex and J Front Retailing have advanced 

3.5%, 3.9% and 5.1%, respectively. In Hong Kong, CSPC Pharmaceutical Group, AAC 

Technologies Holdings and Wharf Real Estate Investment have dropped 2.5%, 3.2% and 

3.3%, respectively. Meanwhile, China Petroleum & Chemical, PetroChina and CNOOC have 

gained 1.3%, 3.2% and 4.1%, respectively. In South Korea, Hanmi Science, Hyundai Steel 

and Lotte Chemical have fallen 2.6%, 2.8% and 3.2%, respectively. Meanwhile, Kakao, S-Oil 

and NCSoft have risen 0.7%, 0.8% and 2.8%, respectively. The Nikkei 225 index is trading 

2.7% lower at 23,194.2. The Hang Seng index is trading 0.7% down at 28,261.6, while the 

Kospi index is trading 1.0% lower at 2,155.5.  
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S&P 500 3,234.9  -0.7% -0.2% 3.9% 32.1%

DJIA 28,634.9  -0.8% -0.04% 3.6% 26.2%

Nasdaq 9,020.8  -0.8% 0.2% 5.3% 39.6%

Nikkei 225* 23,194.2  -2.7% 0.0% 3.0% 19.1%

Shanghai Composite* 3,102.0  0.6% 5.3% 7.1% 25.1%

DJIA at London close 28,666.9 4:30*Time - GM T
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FTSE 100 7,622.4  0.2% -0.3% 6.0% 13.9%

FTSE 250 21,988.2  -0.5% -0.3% 6.4% 26.1%

DJSTOXX 50 3,429.0  -0.05% -0.2% 3.8% 25.1%

FTSEurofirst 300 1,635.3  -0.2% -0.2% 3.8% 24.0%

German DAX 30 13,219.1  -1.2% -0.9% 0.6% 26.9%

France CAC 40 6,044.2  0.04% 0.1% 4.2% 31.1%
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UK 

Note: All Estimates are for Full Year 

Key Corporate Releases Today Click here to open an account 

Company Name Results Currency Estimated EPS Estimated Revenue (Mn)

Lowland Investment Company Plc Final USD 2.46                          2,134.67                                  

Standard Life Private Equity Trust Plc Final GBP - -

Henderson European Focus Trust Plc Final GBP - -

Infrastrata Plc Final GBP - -

Tertiary Minerals Plc Final GBP - -

Full Year Consensus
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Commodity, Currency and Bitcoin 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Brent crude oil one month futures contract is trading 2.68% or $1.84 higher at $70.44 per barrel. On Friday, the 

contract climbed 3.55% or $2.35, to settle at $68.60 per barrel, after the Energy Information Administration reported that the US crude 

oil inventories dropped by 11.46 million barrels in the week ended 27 December 2019. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, Gold futures contract is trading 1.73% or $26.90 higher at $1579.30 per ounce. On Friday, the contract climbed 

1.59% or $24.30, to settle at $1552.40 per ounce, as investors sought shelter in the safe-haven asset, amid escalating geopolitical 

tensions in the Middle East.  

❑ At 0430GMT today, BTC is trading 3.47% higher against 

the USD at $7522.40. On Friday, BTC advanced 4.44% 

against the USD to close at $7269.82. In major news, 

Venkata Meenavalii, Chief Executive Officer of 

cryptocurrency firm Longfin, has agreed to pay $400,000 

with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) over 

the charges of fraudulent public offering and falsifying 

revenues. In a key development, Burger King Venezuela 

has entered into a partnership with Panama-based 

cryptocurrency startup Cryptobuyer, to allow its customers 

to make payments via Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, the EUR is trading marginally higher against the USD at $1.1163, ahead of the services PMI data across the 

Eurozone for December, due in a few hours. Additionally, investors await the US services PMI data for December, slated to be 

released later today. On Friday, the EUR weakened 0.1% versus the USD, to close at $1.1161. On the data front, German annual 

inflation rose more than anticipated in December. In other economic news, the US ISM manufacturing activity index unexpectedly 

dropped to its lowest level since June 2009 in December. 

❑ At 0430GMT today, the GBP is trading marginally higher against the USD at $1.3086, ahead of the UK services PMI data for 

December, due in a few hours. On Friday, the GBP weakened 0.47% versus the USD, to close at $1.3083, after the UK 

construction PMI surprisingly fell to a 9-month low in December. 
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To start trading Bitcoin Click Here 

Highly competitive and efficient international money transfers. Corporates sending multiple millions or private clients buying overseas properties, by using 

cutting edge technology we process your payments at very low rates and pass those savings on to you.  

Partners  

with 

Can Currencyflo cut your cost? Call 020 3963 4960 or for more information www.currencyflo.com  

Corporate Open Account Private Open Account 
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FTSE All Share Index- Performance 

UK Top Sector Performers 

UK Worst Sector Performers 

UK construction PMI surprisingly slid in December 

In the UK, the construction PMI recorded an unexpected drop to a level of 44.40 in December, compared to a level of 45.30 in the previous 

month. Markets were anticipating the construction PMI to rise to a level of 45.70. 

UK number of mortgage approvals for house purchases unexpectedly advanced in November 

In the UK, the number of mortgage approvals for house purchases advanced unexpectedly to a level of 64.99 K in November, compared to a 

revised reading of 64.66 K in the previous month. 

German CPI rose more than expected in December 

In Germany, the preliminary consumer price index (CPI) registered a rise of 1.50% on a YoY basis in December, compared to an advance of 

1.10% in the previous month. Market expectation was for the CPI to climb 1.40%. 

US ISM manufacturing activity index unexpectedly dropped in December 

In the US, the ISM manufacturing activity index dropped unexpectedly to a level of 47.20 in December, compared to a level of 48.10 in the 

previous month. Markets were expecting the index to climb to a level of 49.00. 

FOMC minutes: Fed to hold its key interest rates for near term 

Minutes of the Federal Open Market Committee’s (FOMC) December meeting showed that policymakers agreed to hold the benchmark 

interest rates for a longer time in order to study the impact of the decision on the economic growth. However, a few members suggested that 

maintaining interest rates low over a long period might promote excessive risk-taking and could intensify imbalances in the financial sector. 

 

 

Key Economic News  

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Tobacco 35712.05 913.66 2.6% 11.9% 19.0%

Oil & Gas Producers 8349.73 182.58 2.2% 5.0% -2.7%

Automobiles & Parts 5623.01 76.12 1.4% 4.7% -13.2%

Oil Equipment & Services 8304.78 101.56 1.2% 13.1% -21.5%

Health Care Equipment & Services 8409.50 69.06 0.8% 4.4% 26.8%

Sector Current Price 1D Change 1D (%) Change 1M (%) Change 1Y (%) Change

Industrial Metals 3741.28 -61.65 -1.6% 12.0% -10.4%

Construction & Materials 7093.14 -107.50 -1.5% 3.9% 45.1%

Electronic & Electrical Equipment 8684.50 -120.12 -1.4% 1.5% 43.7%

Industrial Transportation 2439.52 -30.20 -1.2% 1.3% 12.4%

Fixed Line Telecommunications 2296.33 -25.81 -1.1% 2.3% -17.6%

Click here to open an account 
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The Times 

Time to invest in shopping centres, says 

Bruntwood Chief Chris Oglesby: One of 

the country’s biggest property investment 

families has called the bottom of the 

shopping centre slump after spending 

almost £23 million on two struggling 

properties. 

Serial returners give fashion retailers an 

online headache: It’s a phenomenon that 

has made a lot of fashionistas very happy 

— but it is killing online retailers. The 

pressure for millennials to have a new outfit 

for every social media post is fuelling the 

growth of “serial returners”, shoppers who 

constantly buy far more than they intend to 

keep and then return the bulk of their 

purchases for a full refund. 

Compass has search for new Chairman 

on its plate: Compass is set to launch the 

search for a new Chairman as Paul Walsh 

prepares to leave the contract catering 

business earlier than some had expected. 

Why crêpes could become the new 

pizza: Crêpes may be as French as tarte 

tatin, but the charge to create the world’s 

first international chain of crêperies is being 

led by a British company founded by a 

Dutchman. 

Factory change means Brompton 

Bicycle is stepping up a gear: Brompton 

Bicycle enjoyed an increase in turnover and 

profits last year thanks to bumper export 

sales and the benefits of a new factory. 

Numis Chiefs in line for £9 million 

bonuses despite tough year: The joint 

Chief Executives of Numis are set to 

become the highest-paid head on London’s 

junior market AIM after the midmarket 

stockbroker revealed their bumper share 

awards. 

Takeaway.com on course to acquire 

Just Eat in £6 billion deal: Takeaway.com 

is set to clinch a £6 billion acquisition of 

Just Eat this week after seeing off a rival 

suitor for the FTSE 100 food delivery group. 

Ofgem under fire overruling on gas 

company payouts: A British gas company 

owned by one of Hong Kong’s richest men 

has criticised the energy regulator for 

limiting payouts to investors under its new 

price control settlement. 

Vodka maker Stock Spirits keeps 

dividend on ice: An activist shareholder 

has increased the pressure on Stock Spirits 

after the vodka maker dismissed its 

proposal for a special dividend. 

Financial Times 

Soleimani retaliation fear stalks shipping 

and stocks: The U.S.’s assassination of 

Qassem Soleimani has heightened security 

concerns about shipping in the oil-rich Gulf 

as countries across the Middle East warily 

wait to see how Iran responds to the killing 

of the military commander.  

To Read More Click Here 

BP sets target to create five unicorns by 

2025: BP has set up a subsidiary over the 

past year to create five $1 billion 

businesses by 2025 in an attempt to tackle 

what the U.K. oil and gas major calls the 

“dual challenge” of providing more energy 

with fewer carbon dioxide emissions. 

To Read More Click Here 

Offshore forecast fears blow through 

European wind farms: On the Holderness 

coast in the north-east of England, radar 

technology normally used to track 

hurricanes in the U.S. has whipped up an 

unwelcome storm in Europe’s offshore wind 

industry. 

To Read More Click Here 

Operational risk ‘increasing’ due to rise 

in City watchdogs: The proliferation of 

regulation of the City of London since the 

banking crisis has proven 

counterproductive because it has increased 

systemic risk, the lobby group for the 

financial services sector has warned. 

To Read More Click Here 

Goldman and Morgan Stanley targeted 

in BoE review: Goldman Sachs and 

Morgan Stanley are among international 

banks facing probes by the Bank of 

England over the quality of their regulatory 

reporting in the wake of wider concern over 

bank governance and reporting issues. 

To Read More Click Here 

Passive investing boom reaches Europe 

as assets hit $1 trillion: Europe has 

rushed to join the passive investing boom, 

with the assets held in exchange traded 

funds surging beyond the $1 trillion mark for 

the first time as disenchantment with 

stockpickers grows. 

To Read More Click Here 

High demand prompts launch of 

Europe’s first cannabis ETF: European 

savers will soon be offered their first 

opportunity to invest in an exchange traded 

fund focused on the fast-growing legal 

marijuana industry. 

To Read More Click Here 

Mistry abandons fight to retake Tata 

Chair: Cyrus Mistry, the ousted Chairman 

of Tata Sons, one of India’s biggest 

conglomerates, will not seek to return to the 

post even after winning a court case 

against his removal. 

To Read More Click Here 

Daimler to recall 745,000 Mercedes-Benz 

vehicles in the U.S.: Mercedes-Benz 

owner Daimler will recall nearly 745,000 of 

its 2001-11 vehicles in the U.S. because of 

concerns that their sunroofs may be unsafe. 

To Read More Click Here 

Bloomberg profits from conference 

business in China: As the U.S. wages 

trade war with China, the media company 

of Presidential candidate Michael 

Bloomberg is making the most of its 

conference revenues from a Davos-style 

event in Beijing. 

To Read More Click Here 

Deal agreed on selling Flywheel Sports 

studios: New York Sports Clubs-owner 

Town Sports International has agreed to 

buy part of Flywheel Sports, the boutique 

spin studio operator and maker of at-home 

Newspaper Summary 

Share Tips, Bids and Rumours 

• The Daily Telegraph (Questor share tips): But Barratt Developments. 

• The Times: Takeaway.com is set to clinch a £6 billion acquisition of Just Eat this week after seeing off a rival suitor for the FTSE 100 

food delivery group. 

Click here to open an account 
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cycling equipment, according to multiple 

people briefed on the matter. 

To Read More Click Here 

France warns U.S. against digital tax 

retaliation: France has warned the U.S. 

that it will face retaliation from the EU if it 

tries to impose “highly disproportionate” 

trade tariffs in response to its digital tax on 

the likes of Google and Amazon. 

To Read More Click Here 

U.S. on high alert for Iran-backed cyber-

attacks: The U.S. public and private sector 

are on high alert for cyber retaliation from 

Iranian state-backed hackers following the 

killing of the country’s top military 

commander Qassem Soleimani in a U.S. 

drone strike last week. 

To Read More Click Here 

CES defends invitation for Ivanka 

Trump: The world’s largest technology 

exhibition CES has defended its decision to 

invite Ivanka Trump to speak on “the future 

of work”, after criticism that it has been 

overlooking women leaders in the field. 

To Read More Click Here 

Officials reject claims that final HS2 bill 

will top £100 billion: Boris Johnson is 

expected to press ahead with the High 

Speed 2 rail line to northern England, as 

government officials poured cold water on 

claims that costs were out of control and 

the final bill for the taxpayer could top £100 

billion.  

To Read More Click Here 

Lex:  

U.S. retail: many unhappy returns: Total 

gift returns for 2019 could reach $95 billion, 

hitting sales figures and profit margins. 

To Read More Click Here 

The Daily Telegraph 

M&S break-up chatter lingers as it pins 

hopes on Ocado deal: Retail giant focuses 

on food as problems at its clothing arm 

throw turnaround off course 

IKEA Chief on squaring the 

sustainability-affordability circle: Ikea 

Group, which historically has an aversion to 

debt, has no loans, owning all its stores, 

distribution centres and other properties 

CES hopefuls have their work cut out to 

take on the giants of tech: Apple, Amazon 

and Google are unlikely to unveil new 

devices, but their control of over smart 

gadgets will make them the big winners 

Samsung to announce next flagship 

smartphones in February: Samsung is 

expected to unveil three new smartphones 

next month as it updates its flagship Galaxy 

line-up. 

The Questor Column: 

Questor: the outlook for Barratt is 

brighter but the shares still look too 

cheap: Boris Johnson’s election victory has 

given the housebuilder Barratt 

Developments reason to cheer. The result 

eliminated the risk of Labour’s “Land for the 

Many” housing market ideas being 

implemented. A Conservative majority 

means that Barratt can instead look forward 

to the continuation of long-standing 

government policies that have pushed first-

time buyers toward its newbuild properties. 

Housing affordability should be further 

supported by continued low interest rates. 

Ongoing Brexit uncertainty and a modest 

rate of inflation could make the Bank of 

England increasingly reluctant to tighten 

monetary policy. Mortgage payments 

currently account for 29% of average 

disposable incomes. This is less than half 

of the 65% peak reached before the house 

price falls of the Nineties. It is also less than 

two thirds of the 47% figure recorded before 

the financial crisis and subsequent house 

price declines. Questor thinks demand for 

newbuild homes should continue to be 

robust. The number of households in 

England is forecast to grow by 160,000 a 

year over the next 25 years and newbuild 

home starts equalled that figure in the 12 

months to June 2019. This should vindicate 

Barratt’s plan to increase the number of 

homes that it builds. It recorded a 14% 

increase in completions in the first 15 

weeks of its new financial year. Its volume 

growth strategy will be catalysed by further 

land purchases that add to an already vast 

land bank of 80,000 plots. It is currently 

buying land at favourable implied gross 

margins of at least 23%, while its increase 

in housing volumes is not being delivered at 

a cost to its reputation. Barratt’s net cash 

balance of £766 million not only 

strengthens its financial standing but 

enables a special dividend to be paid when 

profitability allows. Last year the company 

paid a £175 million special, something that 

it expects to repeat in the current financial 

year. Questor believes that the share price 

should start to recover as the threat of a 

socialist government, with its radical plans 

for the housing industry, has now 

dissipated. Barratt’s stock market valuation 

may now begin to more accurately reflect 

the attractive operating conditions it enjoys, 

and the business could deliver improving 

long-term returns for investors. Questor 

says, “Buy”. 

Daily Mail 

Sir Martin Sorrell's Goldman Sachs 

banker son Mark is crowned deals king 

of the City: Goldman Sachs banker Mark 

Sorrell, the son of advertising mogul Sir 

Martin, has emerged as the most 

successful dealmaker in the City last year. 

Big Short investor Steve Eisman goes 

hard on SoftBank: The investor made 

famous by the Hollywood movie The Big 

Short is betting on more pain for SoftBank. 

Tesco leads way as Christmas chill hits 

retail sector: Tesco led the pack of 

supermarket giants during a sluggish 

Christmas period that saw deep price cuts 

and some shops left deserted. 

The Scotsman 

A principled life should extend to your 

money - comment: We should be 

demanding more from our banks to 

encourage our ethical lifestyles, according 

to Maisam Fazal, Chief Commercial Officer 

at Al Rayan Bank. 

Veganuary to boost sales at Glasgow e-

retailer as it prepares for crowdfunding 

launch: An online vegan food retailer is 

preparing to launch a multi-million-pound 

investment round as it expects a spike in 

sales throughout January. 

Non-alcoholic Scottish spirit brings pop-

up bar to Edinburgh: Alcohol-free spirit 

Feragaia is aiming to boost its market 

presence during Dry January with a series 

of pop-up experiences. 
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CFD and Spread betting Risk Warning 
All trading involves risk. Spread bets and CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 76% of retail 
investor accounts lose money when trading spread bets and CFDs with this provider . You should consider whether you understand how spread bets 
and CFDs work, and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Professional clients can lose more than they deposit.  
 
Shares Risk Warning  
The value of stocks and shares, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise and you may not get back the full amount you originally invested. Past 
performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 
  
If you are unsure about dealing in shares and other equity investments, you should contact your financial adviser as these ty pes of investments 
may not be suitable for everyone. 
  
Disclaimer 
Any research has been produced by an independent third party provider. Further details can be provided on request.  
Any report has been prepared using information available from public sources, which are believed to be reliable as at the date of this report. However, 
Guardian Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider make no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of this report. This 
report should therefore not be relied on as accurate or complete. The facts and opinions on this report are subject to change without notice. Guardian 
Stockbrokers, its employees and its independent third party provider have no obligation to modify or update this report in the event that any information on this 
report becomes inaccurate. 
  
Any report is prepared for informational purpose only, with no recommendation or solicitation to buy or to sell.  The background of any individual or other 
investor has not been considered in providing this report. Individuals and other investors should seek independent financial advice which considers their 
specific risks, objectives and specific constraints, and make their own informed decisions.  Individuals and other investors should note that investing in shares 
carries a degree of risk and the value of investments can go up or down.  Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Investments 
should be made with regard to an investor’s total portfolio. Guardian Stockbrokers, its independent third party provider and its employees make no 
representation or guarantee with regard to any investment noted on this report, and shall therefore not be liable with regard to any loss.  
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